What happened in Las Vegas?
(The Spiritual Perspective)

Magenta Pixie (The White Winged Collective
Consciousness of Nine)
What happened in Las Vegas? Was it a False Flag? Why is this
still allowed to happen given that we are in the process of an
Ascension cycle and moving into a higher dimensional state?
What can we do to make people wake up and realise what is
going on, on this planet? Are the Angels and Extra Terrestrials
helping us? Why did they allow this to happen? Why can't this
be stopped once and for all?
How can we heal from this, integrate it and move forward with
joy, hope and faith when things like this keep on happening.
What can we do?

The event you speak of is multi-layered. The
subjective interpretations are paramount. Trust that
which comes to you, either in the form of de-coding
signs, research, intuitions, messages and
downloads.
One will feel as though they wish to tell the world
what they know, what they see, yet it is only the
receptive, the thinkers amongst you that shall
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recieve the information you present.
We will say that the de-coding and interpretations of
this particular event has occured in a much more
rapid sense than previous events such as this.
You use the term false-flag within your question and
this in itself is most misunderstood. This simply
interprets as presenting that which is false or
presenting as one presentation when in truth it was
another.
I show you I am blue, I present as blue, I give
records and proof that I am blue when in truth,
hidden behind the scenes the blue is really green.
This is the meaning of the False Flag term and there
are many of these within your reality from the small
'white lie' if you will to the large mass deception
such as the event you speak of. Indeed, that which
you question us about fits this term. You were
shown that which is not as it was, on multiple
layers.
We break down your questions for they, in and of
themselves, are complex and convoluted.
You ask us what happened.
Within the service-to-self pyramidical structure
there are many layers. Those within the higher
echelons of the structure have a 'different agenda' if
you will from those within the middle and lower
tiers. The middle and lower tiers serve the higher
echelons agenda yet the paradigms, belief systems
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and behaviours within the lower tiers are different
for just as is the case within the service-to-others
structure there are the aware, the partly aware and
the unaware. It is the same patterning within the
service-to-self structure. Many within the lower tiers
carry out 'duties' if you will believing a certain
reason for their action yet in truth they are not
aware of the actual reason they carry out their
orders or duties.
We start therefore at the reasons for what happened
from the perspective of the lower tier of the serviceto-self structure. This level holds the agenda for
control of the population. This is the stream of
thinking that fits your expression 'dog eat dog' this
is about perceived power. Orders are carried out
without question with self preservation as the major
motivation. Moving up the ladder, bettering oneself,
having status and financial wealth are the rewards.
Being on the 'winning side' if you will, the side that
shall 'control the planet' and from their perspective
does 'control the planet.' They cannot concieve of
any other outcome. The answer to your question
from this perspective was about the control of the
population. The creating of the problem, waiting for
the reaction and providing the solution. This was the
agenda from the lower echelons of the service-to-self
structure.
The middle echelons are somewhat more aware of
the deeper agenda. These are those in the positions
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of perceived power, they orchestrate the manoevers.
We will add that many mistakes are made at this
level and the event you ask us about did not result
in the outcome that was intended. Much was
neutralised due to these mistakes.
However the agenda at this level is also about
control, yet at this level there is a wider perception.
Patience is a tool used. Plans will be made many
years in advance. Awareness of off planetary
colonies is within this level so the awareness of
control and the lack of it is understood on a deeper
level. Yet even at this level they are subordinate to
superiors within the structure.
Within the middle echelons is much disagreement
despite the fact that the hive mind remains mostly
intact. The 'Starseed-Indigo Revolution' and
'Ascension of Humanity and Earth' is either not
understood or only partly understood at this level.
There is much scientific, technological and artificial
intelligence at this level, this is where you find the
hidden technologies yet the full understanding of
why they are needed or not needed as the case may
be is not fully understood. Many at this level believe
they operate within the higher echelons and are not
aware that there is yet an deeper agenda above
them. A higher echelon above them.
It is from the perspective of the higher echelons of
the service-to-self structure that we can more better
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respond to your question. We do not have a window
into all at this level. The right to privacies,
boundaries and etiquettes still operates within the
service-to-self structure.
Here we see the agenda not for world domination or
new world order as is presented through the middle
and lower tiers but the creation of the negative
polarity dimensions as polarised mirror and
opportunity for 'other than' in order to create
polarisation, choice and free will.
A negative fifth dimension through polarisation of
the negative polarity is the path that is perceived as
'enlightened' or 'illumined' ....the consumation of
lower energy as trigger into the creation of the
negative polarities is utilised through events such as
the one you ask us about.
The time of the harvest, chosen through
numerology, astrology and other natural cosmic
cycles is interpreted as sacrifice. This is, in itsef, a
potentially aligned interpretation of harvest for this
would be sacrifice of ego self, of old self...moving
from the lower chakra system into the higher chakra
system, all part of the positive polarised ascension
process.
Interpreted through the negative polarisation this is
physical sacrifice and astrological and numerlogcal
timings and symbologies are most carefully utilised.
These are the same astrological and numerological
timings and symbologies utilised by aware,
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enlightened positively polarised individuals which
leads to much confusion amongst the seeker, yet
with the negatively polarised individuals subtle
alterations are made, distorting the frequencies from
full chakra alignment to lower chakra and third eye
chakra alignments only.
The negative dimensions known also as 'fourth
density negative' or the 'negative fifth dimension' or
the 'negative polarisation within the fifth dimension'
are created by the polarisation within the individual.
As your open hearts do create the higher
dimensions, also known as 'fourth density positive',
'positive fifth dimension' or the 'positive polarisation
within the fifth dimension' so too does the
consuming of the lower frequencies coupled with the
closing of the heart create the negative polarised
dimension....the 'descension' process if you will.
The fear and associated emotion you feel en-masse,
across your entire planet is utilised as energetic
sustenance.
The negative polarity consumes itself whereas the
positive polarity does the opposite and gives of itself.
The negative polarity absorbs
whereas the positive polarity radiates.
DNA either implodes on itself creating an
intentional, focused, directed wormhole into the
negative polarity or it experiences itself by sharing
itself by reproducing itself and multiplying itself
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creating focused, directed stargate technology into
the positive polarity.
The negative implosion, negative density is created
through strategic timings of ritual. This 'the time of
the harvest' was interpreted as sacrifice.
The positive shareable fractalisation, positive density
is created by intuitive timings of initiations and
activations. The time of the harvest is interpreted as
Ascension.
This is all to do with choice of polarisation, acting
upon that polarisation and choosing to utilise the
energies to create the polarisation needed for the
'negative harvest' or 'negative ascension' if you will.
This is the polarisation choice made by the serviceto-self groups. You may think they are creating all
that they want. You may perceive that everything
they wish for, they recieve and that the creation of
the negative harvest, the negative
ascension/dimension or descension is easy for
them.
Yet the truth is it is becoming harder and harder for
them to achieve their aims for the planetary
frequencies no longer sustain what they do. The
planetary energies no longer sustain the secrecy
they once held. Their hermetic seals are becoming
more and more transparent and they are moving
closer and closer towards being 'caught in the act' if
you will.
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It is the polarisation of the positive frequencies that
are being sustained by the planetary energies. Who
creates these planetary energies? It is a merge
between the cosmos and you, you the aware ones,
the starseeds. You are directly intertwined with the
planetary energies. The more awareness, unity and
love you hold, the harder it is for the service-to-self
groups to succeed in their plans. It may look upon
the surface that they suceeded within the event you
ask us about, but all did not go to plan.
Never before has one of the service-to-self mass
events been so clearly seen and decoded so quickly
acting as a catalyst for so many more individuals to
wake to the truth.
Even those locked hard and fast into the third
dimension and the false narrative are seeing the
inconsistancies within this event and are asking
questions they have never asked before.
This event is more than a catalyst for awareness. It
is a seed point into the downfall of the service-to-self
structure. Even they do not yet realise the turn of
events that is yet to come that is not in their favour
and is against their agenda. All they do backfires.
Be patient starseeds of light, all will be put right. All
you have wanted regarding truth and justice stands
in your trajectory. United you stand is the banner
you must hold in order to allow that trajectory to
become manifest.
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Within the middle echelons of the service-to-self
structure the halting of the ascension entirely is the
agenda. The prevention of the raise. The blocking of
the signal that creates the crystalline matrix
formation.
Within the higher echelons of the service-to-self
structure the creation of a negatively polarised
ascension is the agenda. The understanding of the
positive polarisation is accepted, respected and is
not interfered with directly from this level. The
creation of the negative ascension within the
negatively polarised dimension is the agenda and is
seen as entirely separate to the positive polarisation.
In fact, the positive polarisation is seen as being
assisted by the polarisation of the negative.
There are rules to be kept at this level and they are
understood and respected. These rules are followed,
mostly, not always, through the middle and lower
tiers but are not understood or only partly
understood.
We give you a simplified presentation of the serviceto-self pyramidical structure here for within the
three echelons are other smaller pyramidical
structures, yet we respond to your question of what
happened, through the perspectives of the majority
energetic within these three echelons of the
structure.
We give you here the reasons, in response to your
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question, as to the incident you speak of.
You ask us why is this still allowed to happen given
that we are in the process of an ascension cycle and
moving into a higher dimensional state?
It is not a case of what is allowed or not allowed.
There is no greater force allowing or disallowing save
the force you know as balance. It is not possible for
the balance to be tipped one way or the other
greater than a certain percentage due to the laws of
physics that move through your Earth and your
entire sector of space time and your dimension.
If the balance begins to be tipped too far in either
direction then this is a 'permission slip' for other
entities to become involved if you will.
Yet the metaphor of balance is but one presentation.
Within this there is a full expression of positivity and
a full expression of negativity. These are the
dimensions or densities we speak of.
It is not about what is allowed but what you create.
Within the third dimensional reality we can
truthfully say that an atrocity has been committed
against you and now is the time for you to move into
the patterns needed, that of unification, in order to
make a stand and say no more to this atrocity.
Your decoding of this situation so rapidly is a major
part of the creation of the pattern we speak of.
Yet within the higher dimensions there are that
which we call rules, boundaries and etiquette and
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there is the respecting of the free will of your
planetary system. There are those who wish to
prevent atrocities and they do this. Much atrocity
has been thrwarted and prevented. The event you
question us about was thrwarted to a great degree.
Yet absolute prevention of all acts of atrocity is not
possible at this time due to your free will etiquette
and boundaries, yet we say to you, you are on that
path.
Events such as these are designed to take away your
faith, your strength and your unity for your
despondence, your feelings of shock, fear, confusion,
helplessness and defeat are the sustenance for the
negative.
Yet we see how quickly you decode, how quickly you
spring back, how quickly you understand and how
quickly you reconnect.
The harvest of negative abundance that promised an
orchard gave but a handful of apples to those that
would be sustained by you.
The way forward, the way to protect yourself and to
protect all of humanity, the way to prevent the
atrocities is to bounce back into ever stronger faith,
ever stronger love and ever stronger unity.
You create the backfiring of the original intention.
You do not do this through belligerance, through a
false sense of pride, through anger and hatred but
through energy and frequency. The energy you are
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looking for is compassion, forgiveness, love and joy.
Are we telling you to forgive the perpetrators of the
atrocity of which you speak? No we are not telling
you to do this for you need your warrior strength.
Yet we are saying, in time, if you can find the energy
of forgiveness within it will stand mightier than any
sword. Gratitute stands even mightier than this.
These may appear to be emotions to you for they are
experienced as emotions by you in physical form but
we say to you now, they are energy and frequency.
They are energy and frequency that is shareable,
activating, healing, unifying, strengthening and
ultimately creative. They are not sustenance for
those who would control you. These frequencies do
not assist in the building of their negative
dimensions and the creations of the death star
wormholes they aim to gather throughout your
hyperspace and physical fourth dimensional space.
Therefore raise to the frequencies that bypass
wormholes and open stargates instead.
Your hearts are the key. The more vulnerable your
hearts are the stronger they are. Forgiveness and
gratitude are way beyond the comprehension of the
service-to-self structures for they cannot access
such high frequencies. They would not polarise and
thus create their dimensions and their technologies
if they did. There are a few, a very minority few
within the higher echelons of the service-to-self
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structure who do intellectually understand these
frequencies, they respect them and can feel them
within in an experiential and experimental sense.
These are those who operate with only minor
judgement. Yet they still formulate the negative
dimension and exist within the negative polarity.
This kind of atrocity happens within an ascension
cycle for ascension is not a full incline into absolute
positivity without full integration. A transcendent
ascension can occur, does occur and has occured on
your planet but your current ascension cycle is an
integrative one. Therefore the energies wait, to
integrate and not leave behind those who may still
have the chance to move into the positively polarised
ascension with you, you who embody the starseed,
indigo-crystal-rainbow-warrior templates of light.
The middle echelons of the service-to-self structure
are making their 'last stand' if you will as the old
ways, the old structures and the old control
paradigm, victim/savior mentality crumbles and
falls. Once the fall of the old has integrated into
completeness there is no sustenance for the creation
of the negative wormholes and dimensions so they
move swiftly now....and mistakes are made.
What can you do to make people wake up and
realise what is going on, on your planet?
You ask us this and we reply that this is a most
significant and important question. Your rapid
decoding and awareness of this particular atrocity
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creates a need within you to tell all, to make others
see what you see and know what you know....yet
you cannot give any other being the knowing you
have, you can only share.
If your sharing is rejected then step back, with love,
knowing you have tried. This is most difficult for you
compassionate and loving starseeded ones we see
this. If you repeatedly tell your adult son or
daughter of the consequences of their actions that
you so clearly see, yet they choose to take those
actions anyway and reap the very consequences you
foresaw, you cannot prevent this. For the learning
within them must take place. A step back here is
needed. Yet there are those who are open, ready,
confused but eager to learn, eager to receive your
knowledge and your truth, to them should you
share, to them should you teach and we see the
raising of awareness created by the catalystic event
that is the atrocity you speak of moving higher and
higher and gathering many into the arms of truth.
You have been underestimated again. Those within
the middle tiers of the service-to-self pyramidical
structure thought to tell you....
"we are in charge, we are in control, we will do as we
have always done, hidden from you, yet in plain
sight so we may laugh at your ignorance"
......yet this is not the case. We see this is not the
case. They are no longer in charge, no longer in
control, they cannot do as they have always done.
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Plans backfire, calculations do not yeild results,
mistakes are made and they are no longer hidden,
they stand in clear sight to more and more and more
of you. They cannot any longer laugh at your
'ignorance' for your keen observation, awareness
and understanding has superceeded theirs in leaps
and bounds.
Yet stand not in judgement or pride for your
compassion extends to all beings if you wish to keep
that which we call 'the circle of love', the sacred
geometric presentation that is the 'Mer-Ka-bah field'
that is all that is you, intact.
So we say share, share, share that which you know
and if there are those who cannot at this time
change their belief system for the confusions and
traumas it will cause them, understand them, for
they are where you once stood.
Assist those who are receptive and the awareness
amongst you will grow and grow just as it is foretold
and prophesied to do.
You ask us Are the Angels and Extra Terrestrials
helping you?
Indeed they are. Yet they are not your saviours, they
are simply others like you that have polarised within
the positive vibration that wish to assist their
brothers and sisters within third density Earth.
Indeed these angels and extra terrestrials are your
family, they are you.
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Remember to yourself the much used term 'we are
the ones we have been waiting for' for this is indeed
most accurate and most true.
You say how can you heal from this, integrate it and
move forward with joy, hope and faith when things
like this keep on happening?
This will be unique to you all. Each of you will have
your own process of dealing with atrocities such as
this. Remember you are all feeling the same way,
each and everyone of you are affected by this and
your greatest comfort is each other.
The expectation and intention is that this will divide
you even more, creating fear and through this fear
that you will turn against your brothers. This is an
intention for an outcome of this atrocity and it is a
timeline that does sit in your trajectory currently.
We speak not of battle across the world that you
may know as a world war but of division within your
country you call America that stands within the
central core of the energetic shift that is the
ascension.
America, the beacon of liberty to all the world, the
new Atlantis is the main target for division from the
service-to-self control structures.
Your way to counteract and foil this plan, for the
beacon of liberty must stand strong in the New World,
is to unify.
If you look at each perceived group many of you see
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differences you cannot overcome, this occurs across
your world not only in the country that stands as
the central point, America, the new Atlantis. Yet
indeed you, starseeds, activated and aware ones,
you can overcome these perceived differences for
those who stand in the perceived different grouping
are your allies.
Your unity with your allies are the greatest threat to
the service-to-self structures for they must create
division in order to recieve the sustenance, that of
fear, that they need to create the negative
dimension. Therefore they manipulate you into
seeing your allies as your enemies instead. This has
been done for a great many years upon your planet.
Yet now many of you become aware of this. Positive
polarisation within you creates the awareness of
unity and you see all as yourself. Now is the time to
bring this fully into physical manifestation.
The service to self groups intend for division
amongst you. We say to you, foil their plans and give
them the opposite, with compassion in your hearts.
To those who we would call the truthseekers, the
deliverers of truth, those who decode the false flag
events and present the truth, these are the
invesigators and researchers, to you, we say, you
may look at those within the communities known as
lightworker, new age, spiritual, holistic or religious
and see the ungrounded, the ones with their heads
in the clouds you call the fluffy bunnies, space
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cadets and the love and light brigade....look to these
individuals again...and see...they are your allies! You
can unite.
To those who follow a conscious spiritual path of
enlightenment and ascension you may look at the
truth communities and see angry, righteouss
protestors who shout and proclaim their
conspiracies, bang their fists upon the table and are
too much for you sensitive souls so you dismiss
them but we say look to these individuals
again....and see...they are your allies! You can unite.
This is the same across colour, creed, culture,
ideology, religion and race. Look to these individuals
again....and see...they are your allies! You can unite.
The 'battle' that has been going strong on your
planet within your dimension for quite some time
now is a spiritual one, a non-physical one and to
aknowledge the existence of said battle is the first
step. Know this and integrate it.
Yet to move forward within your own ascension and
enlightement process creating a dimension of
sovereignty, liberty and unity one must not hold a
battle mentality for that is division, the very
energetic you wish to reject.
Thereforeyou do not reject the division, you integrate
the fact that there is a battle yet simultaneously
through yiour ability to access the Zero Point
technology within you that is the Zero Point 'the now
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moment' you realise that there is no battle.
Simultaneously you move forward into the future
into the world that is Gaia, the 'New Earth' and you
see that the battle has been won, by you.
Becoming spiritually aware, embracing compassion,
forgiveness, gratitude and unity is the way forward.
We cannot say this enough. We say this through
every prophet, ancient, modern and through those
yet to come. Spiritual awareness, compassion,
forgiveness, gratitude and unity is the way forward.
The harvest, interpreted and presented as sacrifice
through the service-to-self structures is ascension
for you.
The sacrifice in it's truest sense is the metaphoric
sacrifice of the ego self as the true self, the higher
self, the God realised self and this aspect steps
forward.
The ego is integrated within the whole, not rejected
or transcended. Harvest is the harvesting of souls,
through ascension into the higher dimensions.
The positively polarised service-to-others 'fifth
dimension' or 'fourth density positive.' This is where
you are. Harvest is a time of beauty, abundance and
the reaping of that which you have sown.
All that is beautiful, blissful, creating crystalline, is
hijacked and distorted by those who create the
opposing reality. Bouncing back to joy, whilst
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sending your deppest respect and your abundant
compassion and love, is the healing blueprint
needed for integration of the type of atrocity you ask
us about.
It has been most challenging for us to come forward
and present this knowledge to you at this time for
our conduit, a positively polarised being, shares all
the emotions you share. It was not easy for her to be
objective in order to bring us, the objective aspect
that we are, forward. We see it is not easy for all of
you to do the same. The subjective is crucial for you
as is the objective equally as crucial yet it is only
when you embrace both simultaneously that you
can truly look upon events such as these and find
balance, integration, healing and truth.
The subjective/objective merge gives you a window
into truth. Subjectivity alone leads to confusion, fear
and the need for restitution. Objectivity alone leads
to bypassing, lack of compassion and inability to
integrate the physical aspect. One holds both. This
is true alchemy and it is the alchemist within you
that is your window into truth at this time.
The angels, extra terrestrials, higher light beings
and incarnated aware and consciously activated
starseeds are currently in the 'clean up' phase, if
you will, from the event you ask us about.
The energy that was distorted with darkness is
replaced with light. This is being done rapidly, much
faster than at any other time in recent known
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history.
The intention was for this to linger in your minds,
your dreams, your thoughts, your fields for a long
time creating maximum impact of confusion and
fear, yet the teams of light, you incarnated
starseeds, the 'ground crew' as it were, are leading
the way.
Compassion, love and healing is given but the
intention for maximum impact is much cushioned,
much lessened by the teams of light and by you.
Downloads and activations flow into the receiving
fields of the starseeds so that they may make sense
of this, integrate the emotions and continue to raise
the frequencies into bliss charged love and create
stargates not wormholes.
You have much assistance yet you hold fast within
your own individualisation. In turn, you are much
needed.
The rays of light do beam down upon you from the
energetic you know as the Christ Consciousness,
The Christos, The Krysta, the Kryst.
We speak of the crystalline formation. The twelve
stranded DNA matrix that is the ascension template
Mer-Ka-Bah within. Has this been halted,
interrupted, damaged, prevented? Indeed it has not,
it cannot be for the starseeds are aware of the
machinations and manipulations and they have long
since moved away from enslavement into mastery,
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sovereignty and liberty.
You, starseeds on Earth, you are the ones that will
heal the world and transmute the darkness for you
are all, each and everyone one of you, master
healers.
Go forth, starseeds of light on Earth, heal the grids,
the matrices, the structures, the rifts and the people
of Earth.

We are the White, Winged, Collective,
Consciousness of Nine
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